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Inventory of West Virginia Maps- Green Map Case 
Drawer #1 topographic maps: 
• 1 three-dimensional plastic map of Huntington
• 1 three-dimensional plastic map of Huntington, Edition 3
• 1 three-dimensional plastic map of Charleston, Edi t ion 2
• 1 three-dimensional plastic map of Bluefield, WV, Edition 2
• 1 three-dimensional plastic map of Charlottesville, VA, Edition 5
• 1 three-dimensional plastic map of Baltimore, MD Edition 5
• 1 three-dimensional plastic map of Cumberland, MD, Edition 4
• 1 three-dimensional plastic map of Clarksburg, WV, Edition 2
• 1 three-dimensional plastic map of Jenkins, KY, Edition 3
• 1 three-dimensional plastic map of Canton, OH 1957, revised 1969
• 1 map, 'Status of Topographic Mapping Revision Program in Kentucky'
January 1, 1978
• 1 map, 'Index to maps of Ohio' March 1960
• 1 map, 'Index to 7 ½-minute topographic maps of Ohio' April 1978
• 1 map, 'Index to topographic maps of Ohio' December 1970
• 1 map, 'Index to topographic maps of Ohio' June 1969
• State of WV geological survey, Milton
• Geological survey, Huntington WV
Drawer #2: Topographical maps 
• Topographical map of Boone county, 1914
• Index to topographical maps of WV, 1977
• Topographical map of Cabell County, 1913
• 3 Huntington WV tax map, 1959
• City of Huntington WV tax map, 1-88, 1958
• City of Huntington WV tax map, 1-8, 1960
Drawer#3: 
• Folder 1 labeled 'Kentucky/Ohio':
• Official 1979 Kentucky DOT Road Map
• Geologic map of Kentucky by Robert C McDowell, George J Grabowski, Jr, and
Samuel L. Moore, 1981, Sheet 1 of 4.
• Geologic map of Kentucky by Robert C McDowell, George J Grabowski, Jr, and
Samuel L. Moore, 1981, Sheet 2 of 4.
• Geologic map of Kentucky by Robert C McDowell, George J Grabowski, Jr, and
Samuel L. Moore, 1981, Sheet 3 of 4.
• 1 map, 'Index to Flood-Prone-Area Maps for Kentucky'
• 1 map, 'Status of Kentucky Areal Geologic Mapping Program'· Kentucky
Geologic Survey July 1, 1978
• 1 map, 'Boyd-Greenup Counties Urban Planning Area. Ashland, Bellefonte, 
Flatwoods, and Worthington by the Kentucky Department of Commerce 
Division of Community Planning and Development' 
 General Plan 1990 
• 1 map, 'Being a Cartograph of Ohio published in 1933 by the Ohio 
Commission to A Century of Progress International Exposition' 
• 1 map, 'Kentucky, Reduced from Elihu Barker's Large Map' 
• 2 copies of the book 'The Historic Maps of Kentucky' by Thomas D Clark, 
1979. 
• 1 map, 'Kentucky, Reduced from Elihu Barker's Large Map', Kentucky 
Map Facsimile Series, Number 3  
• 1 map, 'A General Map of the New Settlement Called Transylvania 
November 1776', Kentucky Map Facsimile Series, Number 4 
• 1 map, 'A New Map of Kentucky with its Roads and Distances from 
Place to Place Along the Stage and Steamboat Routes. Published by 
Augustus Mitchell, N.E. corner of Market & 7th Streets Philadelphia 
1846' Kentucky Map Facsimile Number 7 
• 1 map of Kentucky, Kentucky Map Facsimile Number 5 
• 2 copies of map of Kentucky, Historic Maps of Kentucky No. 5, The 
University Press of Kentucky 1979 
• 3 copies of map of the Battle of Perryville, KY, surveyed and compiled 
by order of Major General George H Thomas by Edward Ruger and 
Anton Kilp, 1877. 
• 1 map, 'A New Map of Kentucky with its Roads & Distances from Place 
to Place Along the Stage and Steamboat Routes, by H. P. Tanner.' 
Historic Maps of Kentucky No 6, The University Press of Kentucky 1979 
• 1 map, 'Kentucky, reduced from Elihu Barker's Large Map', Historic 
• Maps of Kentucky No. 3, The University Press of Kentucky 1979.' 
• 1 map, 'The State of Kentucky with the Adjoining Territories from the 
Best Authorities 1800' Historic Maps of Kentucky No 4' The University 
Press of Kentucky 1979 
• 1 map, 'The United States of America, According to the Treaty of Peace 
of 1784" The University Press of Kentucky, 1979 
• 2 copies of map, 'View of Louisville from near Clarkesville, Engraved 
and Printed by John Goodman Frankfort, Kentucky 1806' Historic Maps 
of Kentucky No 9 The University Press of Kentucky 1979 
• 2 copies of map of Kentucky and Tennessee, Historic Maps of Kentucky 
No 7, The University Press of Kentucky, 1979 
•  2 copies of map, 'Road from Limestone to Frankfort in the State of 
Kentucky.' Historic Maps of Kentucky, No 8. The University Press of 
Kentucky, 1979. 
• 1 map, 'A New Map of North America Agreeable to the Moft Approved 
Maps and Charts, by Thomas Conder' Historic Maps of Kentucky No 1, 
the University Press of Kentucky 1979 
• 1 map, 'The United States of America, According to the Treaty of Peace 
of 1784.' Historic Maps of Kentucky, No. 2' The University Press of 
Kentucky 1979 
• 1 map, 'Kentucky, Reduced from Elihu Barker's Large Map. Engraved for 
Carey's American Edition of Guthrie's Geography improved' Historic 
Maps of Kentucky, No. 3, The University Press of Kentucky, 1979. 
• 1 map, 'The State of Kentucky With the Adjoining Territories from the 
• Best Authorities 1800' Historic Maps of Kentucky No. 4, the University 
Press of Kentucky 1979 
• 1 map, 'A new map of Kentucky with its Roads and Distances from Place 
to Place Along the Stage and Steamboat Routes by H. P Tanner' Historic 
Maps of Kentucky No. 6, The University Press of Kentucky, 1979 
• 1 map, 'A New Map of Kentucky with its Roads and Distances from Place to 
Place along the Stage and Steamboat Routes published by Thomas 
Cowperthwait & Co.' in 1850, in Mylar. 
o Status of topographical mapping revision, KY  
 
• Folder 2 labeled 'Kentucky Geological Survey - Oil and Gas Map of 
Kentucky - Series X' 
o 1 folder labeled 'Oil and Gas Map of Kentucky Sheet 1, West-
Central Part. Howard R. Schwalb, Edward N. Wilson, and 
Donald G. Sutton' - empty. 
  Sheet 1 for the West-Central part is unfolded in the folder. 
o 1 folder labeled, 'Oil and Gas Map of Kentucky Sheet 2, Eastern Part. 
Edward N Wilson and Donald G. Sutton' - empty. 
  Sheet 2 for Eastern part is unfolded in the folder. 
o 1 folder labeled, 'Oil and Gas Map of Kentucky Sheet 3, 
Western Part. Howard R. Schwalb, Edward N. Wilson, and 
Donald G. Sutton' - empty. 
• The map for Western Part Sheet 3 is unfolded in the 
folder.  
o  1 folder labeled, 'Oil and Gas Map of Kentucky Sheet 4, East-Central Part, 
Edward N. Wilson and Donald G. Sutton' - empty. 
• Sheet 4 for East-Central part is unfolded in the folder. 
• Folder 3 labeled 'Kentucky Geological Survey- Isopachous and 
Structure Maps' 
ο 1 map 'Figure 13 - Structure Map of Eastern Kentucky. Datum Plane - Top of 
Clinton or Base of Coniferous' 
ο 1 map 'Figure 20 - Isopachous and Structure Map of Silurian and Devonian of 
Hart County by Louise B.Freeman' 
ο 1 map 'Figure 6 - Isopachous Map of Pre-Dutch Creek Devonian by Louise B. 
Freeman' 
ο 1 map 'Figure 12 - Thickness of Corniferous Eastern Kentucky' 
ο 1 map 'Figure 2 - Thickness and Facies of Richmond Series by Louise 
B. Freeman' 
ο 1 map 'Figure 18 - Himyar Gas Field Knox County, KY. Thickness of "Coniferous" 
by Louise B. Freeman' I, 
ο 1 map 'Figure 16 - "'Coniferous" Isopachous Map of the Big Sinking Field 
Showing Relation of Production to Thickness by Louise B. 
Freeman' · 
ο 1 map 'Figure 3 - lsopachous Map of Silurian by Louise B. Freeman' 
ο 1 map 'Figure 19 - Structure Map of Western Kentucky Showing Relationship 
to Central Interior Basin by Louise B. Freeman' 
ο 1 map 'Figure 10 - Isopachous map of the Hamilton Limestone by Louise B. 
Freeman' 
ο 1 map 'Figure 8 - Isopachous map of Jeffersonville-Dutch Creek and 
Huntersville-Oriskany by Louise B. Freeman 
ο 1 map 'Figure 23 - Structure map of N.E. Meade County, KY. By R.E. Stouder' 
ο 1 map 'Figure 22 - Isopachous Map of Lower Devonian Showing Location of 
Warren County Production by Louise B. Freeman' 
ο 1 map 'Figure 17 - Isopachous and Structure Map of "Coniferous" in Southern 
Jackson County' by Louise B. Freeman' 
1 map 'Figure 21- Isopachous and Structure Map of the West Flank of the 
Cincinnati Arch by Louise B. Freeman' 
• Folder 4 labeled 'Kentucky Geological Survey Bulletin #12 Series 4 Plates'  
ο 2 copies of map, 'Generalized Thickness and Facies of Cambrian 
Relation of Oil Production to Foreland Sediments' Bulletin 12 Plate 1 
ο 2 copies of map, 'Thickness of Post-Tyrone Ordovician' Bulletin 12 
Plate 8   
ο 1 map, 'Areas Recommended for Oil and Gas Exploration' Bulletin 12 Plate 10 
ο 2 copies of map, 'Thickness of Chazy-Black River' Bulletin 12 Plate 7 
ο 2 copies of map, 'Generalized Thickness Map of Ordovician (Post 
Knox) and Facies of Chazy-Black River' Bulletin 12 Plate 4 
ο 2 maps, 'Thickness and Facies of Richmond Series in Kentucky' Bulletin 12 
Plate 9 
ο 2 copies of map, 'Maps showing Land-Sea Relationships and Generalized 
Facies' Bulletin 12 Plate 2 
ο 2 copies of map, 'Thickness of St. Peter Sandstone' Bulletin 12 Plate 6 
ο 2 copies of map, 'Upper Mississippi Embayment Area Showing Pre Cretaceous 
Areal Geology and Contours on top of the Paleozoic by Louise B. Freeman' 1953 
Bulletin 12 Plate 5 
ο 2 copies of map, 'Thickness of Post-Elvis Knox' Bulletin 12 Plate 3 
ο 1 map, 'Areas Recommended for Oil and Gas Exploration' Bulletin 12 Plate 10 
ο 2 manila folders, both labeled, 'Regional Stratigraphy of the Cambrian and 
Ordovician in Kentucky and Vicinity by Louise B. Freeman' 
Lexington, KY 1953 I, 
• Folder 5 labeled 'Kentucky Geological Survey Bulletin 13 Series 4 Plates 1-4'  
ο 1 manila envelope labeled, 'Geology and Mineral Resources of the 
Paintsville Quadrangle, Kentucky By Robert E. Hauser' Lexington, KY 1953, 
empty.  
ο 1 map, 'Isopach Map of the Van Lear Coal' by R.E. Hauser Bulletin 13 Plate 5 
ο 1 map, 'Structure Map on top of Berea Sandstone Showing Relationship to Oil 
and Gas Wells' by G.R. Thomas. Bulletin 13 Plate 6 
ο 1 map, 'Isopach map of Big Lime' By R.E. Hauser' Bulletin 13 Plate 3c 
ο 1 map, 'Structure map on Van Lear Coal and Top of Lee Conglomerate' by R.E. 
Hauser. Bulletin 12 Plate 4c 
 
o 1 map, 'Map Showing Locations of Coal, Measured Sections, Clay and Brine 
Samples, Prospect Entries into Asphalt, and Best Possible Area for 
Limestone Production' by R.E. Hauser. Bulletin 13 Plate 2. 
o 1 map, 'lsopach Map of Big Lime' by R.E. Hauser Bulletin 13  Map 3b 
o 1 map, 'lsopach  Map of Big Lime' by R.E. Hauser Bulletin 13  Map 3A 
o 1 map, 'Areal Geologic Map' by R.E. Hauser Bulletin 13 Plate lB 
o 1 map, 'Areal Geologic Map', by J.A. Baker and R.E. Hauser, Bulletin 13 Plate  
lA 
o 1 map, 'Structure Map on top of Lee Conglomerate' by R.E. Hauser Bulletin 13 
Plate 4c 
o 1 map, 'Structure Map on Van Lear Coal' Bulletin 13 Plate 4a 
o 1 map, 'Structure Map on Van Lear Coal and Top of Lee Conglomerate' by 
R.E. Hauser Bulletin 13 Plate 4b 
o 1 map, 'Areal Geologic Map' by R.E. Hauser Bulletin 13 Plate lD 
o 2 copies of map, 'Areal Geologic Map', by R.E. Hauser, Bulletin 13, Plate lC 
o 1 map, 'Isopach Map of Big Lime', by R.E. Hauser. Bulletin 13 Plate 3c 
o 1 map, 'Isopach Map of Big Lime', by R.E. Hauser, Bulletin 13, Plate 3B 
• Folder 6 labeled 'Kentucky Geological Survey - Coal Deposits of Pike Co, KY Plates 1-48' 
o 1 map, 'Map Showing Known Coal Localities and Outcrops of Coal Beds in 
Pike County, Kentucky' Bulletin 876 Plate 48 
o 1 map, 'Sections, Correlations, and Altitudes of Coal Beds in Division 45, 
Pike County, KY' Section 876, Plate 45 
o 1 map, 'Sections, Correlations, and Altitudes of Coal Beds in Division 46, 
Pike County, KY' Section 876, Plate 46 
o 1 map, 'Chart showing Correlation of Coal Beds in the 46 Divisions of Pike 
County, KY Bulletin 876 Plate 47' 
o 1 map, 'Sections, Correlations, and Altitudes of Coal Beds in Division 1, 
Pike County, KY' Section 876, Plate 1 
o 1 map, 'Sections, Correlations, and Altitudes of Coal Beds in Division 2, 
Pike County, KY' Section 876, Plate 2 
o 1 map, 'Sections, Correlations, and Altitudes of Coal Beds in Division 3, 
Pike County, KY' Section 876, Plate 3 
o 1 map, 'Sections, Correlations, and Altitudes of Coal Beds in Division 4, 
Pike County, KY' Section 876, Plate 4 
o 1 map, 'Sections, Correlations, and Altitudes of Coal Beds in Division 5, 
Pike County, KY' Section 876, Plate 5 
o 1 map, 'Sections, Correlations, and Altitudes of Coal Beds in Division 6, 
Pike County, KY' Section 876, Plate 6 
o 1 map, 'Sections, Correlations, and Altitudes of Coal Beds in Division 7, 
Pike County, KY' Section 876, Plate 7 
o 1 map, 'Sections, Correlations, and Altitudes of Coal Beds in Division 8, 
Pike County, KY' Section 876, Plate 8 
o 1 map, 'Sections, Correlations, and Altitudes of Coal Beds in Division 9, Pike 
County, KY' Section 876, Plate 9 
o 1 map, 'Sections, Correlations, and Altitudes of Coal Beds in Division 10, Pike 
County, KY' Section 876, Plate 10 
o 1 map, 'Sections, Correlations, and Altitudes of Coal Beds in Division 11, Pike 
County, KY' Section 876, Plate 11 
o 1 map, 'Sections, Correlations, and Altitudes of Coal Beds in Division 12, Pike 
County, KY' Section 876, Plate 12 
o 1 map, 'Sections, Correlations, and Altitudes of Coal Beds in Division 13, Pike 
County, KY' Section 876, Plate 13 
o 1 map, 'Sections, Correlations, and Altitudes of Coal Beds in Division 14, Pike 
County, KY' Section 876, Plate 14 
o 1 map, 'Sections, Correlations, and Altitudes of Coal Beds in Division 15, Pike 
County, KY' Section 876, Plate 15 
o 1 map, 'Sections, Correlations, and Altitudes of Coal Beds in Division 16, Pike 
County, KY' Section 876, Plate 16 
o 1 map, 'Sections, Correlations, and Altitudes of Coal Beds in Division 17, Pike 
County, KY' Section 876, Plate 17 
o 1 map, 'Sections, Correlations, and Altitudes of Coal Beds in Division 18, Pike 
County, KY' Section 876, Plate 18 
o 1 map, 'Sections, Correlations, and Altitudes of Coal Beds in Division 19, Pike 
County, KY' Section 876, Plate 19 
o 1 map, 'Sections, Correlations, and Altitudes of Coal Beds in Division 20, Pike 
County, KY' Section 876, Plate 20 
o 1 map, 'Sections, Correlations, and Altitudes of Coal Beds in Division 21, Pike 
County, KY' Section 876, Plate 21 
o 1 map, 'Sections, Correlations, and Altitudes of Coal Beds in Division 22, Pike 
County, KY' Section 876, Plate 22 
o 1 map, 'Sections, Correlations, and Altitudes of Coal Beds in Division 23, Pike 
County, KY' Section 876, Plate 23 
o 1 map, 'Sections, Correlations, and Altitudes of Coal Beds in Division 24, Pike 
County, KY' Section 876, Plate 24 
o 1 map, 'Sections, Correlations, and Altitudes of Coal Beds in Division 25, Pike 
County, KY' Section 876, Plate 25 
o 1 map, 'Sections, Correlations, and Altitudes of Coal Beds in Division 26, Pike 
County, KY' Section 876, Plate 26 
o 1 map, 'Sections, Correlations, and Altitudes of Coal Beds in Division 27, Pike 
County, KY' Section 876, Plate 27 
o 1 map, 'Sections, Correlations, and Altitudes of Coal Beds in Division 28, Pike 
County, KY' Section 876, Plate 28 
o 1 map, 'Sections, Correlations, and Altitudes of Coal Beds in Division 29, Pike 
County, KY' Section 876, Plate 29 
o 1 map, 'Sections, Correlations, and Altitudes of Coal Beds in Division 30, Pike 
County, KY' Section 876, Plate 30 
o 1 map, 'Sections, Correlations, and Altitudes of Coal Beds in Division 31, Pike 
County, KY' Section 876, Plate 31 
o 1 map, 'Sections, Correlations, and Altitudes of Coal Beds in Division 32, Pike 
County, KY' Section 876, Plate 32 
o 1 map, 'Sections, Correlations, and Altitudes of Coal Beds in Division 33, Pike 
County, KY' Section 876, Plate 33 
o 1 map, 'Sections, Correlations, and Altitudes of Coal Beds in Division 34, Pike 
County, KY' Section 876, Plate 34 
o 1 map, 'Sections, Correlations, and Altitudes of Coal Beds in Division 35, Pike 
County, KY' Section 876, Plate 35 
o 1 map, 'Sections, Correlations, and Altitudes of Coal Beds in Division 36, Pike 
County, KY' Section 876, Plate 36 
o 1 map, 'Sections, Correlations, and Altitudes of Coal Beds in Division 37, Pike 
County, KY' Section 876, Plate 37 
o 1 map, 'Sections, Correlations, and Altitudes of Coal Beds in Division 38, Pike 
County, KY' Section 876, Plate 38 
o 1 map, 'Sections, Correlations, and Altitudes of Coal Beds in Division 39, Pike 
County, KY' Section 876, Plate 39 
o 1 map, 'Sections, Correlations, and Altitudes of Coal Beds in Division 40, Pike 
County, KY' Section 876, Plate 40 
o 1 map, 'Sections, Correlations, and Altitudes of Coal Beds in Division 41, Pike 
County, KY' Section 876, Plate 41 
o 1 map, 'Sections, Correlations, and Altitudes of Coal Beds in Division 42, Pike 
County, KY' Section 876, Plate 42 
o 1 map, 'Sections, Correlations, and Altitudes of Coal Beds in Division 43, Pike 
County, KY' Section 876, Plate 43 
o 1 map, 'Sections, Correlations, and Altitudes of Coal Beds in Division 44, Pike 
County, KY' Section 876, Plate 44 
• Folder 7 labeled 'Kentucky Geological Survey- Miscellaneous Maps' 
o 1 diagram labeled 'Vertical Sections Accompanying Reconnaissance Report on 
Tradewater River Region by L.C. Glenn' 
o 1 map labeled 'The Kentucky-Appalachian and Lake States Oil and Gas Fields' 
o 1 map, 'Department of Geology and Forestry of Kentucky Oil and Gas Pipeline 
Map of Kentucky by W.R. Jillson April, 1919' 
o 1 map, 'Geologic Map of  Kentucky and the Adjoining States Showing the 
Surficial Distribution of Oil and Gas Producing Formations in the Appalachian 
and Adjacent Fields' W.R. Jillson Lexington, KY 1918 
o 1 map, 'Generalized Geologic Map of Kentucky 1979' 
o 1 map, 'Kentucky Geological Survey J.B. Hoeing, State Geologi t Map of Mades 
Creek- Perry County by L.M. Sellier 1914' 
o 1 map, 'Map of the Structural Geology of Knott County, KY' 
o 1 map, 'Reconnaissance Geologic map of Barren County, Kentucky' by Charles 
Butts 
o 1 map, 'Preliminary Map of the Pineville and Middlesboro Regions' by 
J.B. Hoeing 1907 
o 1 map, 'Drainage of North Fork of Kentucky River, Between Hazard and 
Krypton' by L.M. Sellier 1915    
 
o 1 map, 'Sketch Map Showing Oil and Gas Development in Warren Co KY' by 
William R. Jillson' Sept 1919 
o 1 map, 'Map of North Fork Kentucky River and its Tributaries' by L.M. 
Sellier 1915 
o 1 map, 'Map of Troublesome Creek and its Tributaries' by L.M. Sellier 1915 
o 1 map, 'Map of Allen County' 
o 1 map, 'Map of the Structural Geology of Breathitt County, KY' 
o 2 copies of 'Status of Kentucky Areal Geologic Mapping Program, 
Kentucky Geological Survey' 
o 1 copy of 'Status of Kentucky Areal Geologic Mapping Program, 
Kentucky Geological Survey, July 1, 1967' 
o 1 map, 'Map of the Structural Geography of Pike County, Kentucky January 
1, 1923' 
Drawer#4 
• Folder labeled 'Public Transportation (RR, etc), Public Utilities, etc' 
o 21 sheets of identical maps all labeled 'Marshall University and Environs'. 
o 1 map, 'U.S. Coast Survey Primary Triangulation Between the 
Maryland and Georgia Base-Lines' 1877 
o 1 map, 'Industrial Facilities Map Upper Ohio River and its Tributaries' 
o 1 map, 'Properties Owned and Field of Operations of The Virginian Power 
Co. Charleston, WV' Nov 1918 
o 1 map from AEP detailing natural resources in WV and surrounding areas. 
o 1 map, 'The New York Central Railroad System' from the Gazetteer of 
American Railroads 
o 4 visual relief maps of WV from Denoyer-Geppert 
o 1 map, 'State Sign Routes State of West Virginia' 1973 
o 1 map, 'Rural Traffic Flow Map State of West Virginia' 1979 
o 1 map, 'Rural Traffic Flow Map State of West Virginia' 1981-82 
o Maps, 'West Virginia Transportation Map' Sheets 1-5 
o 1 map, 'General Highway map State of West Virginia' 1976 
o 1 map, 'General Highway map State of West Virginia' 1980 
o 1 map, 'General Highway map State of West Virginia' 1983 
• Folder labeled 'State Parks, Forests, Reservoirs - WV, Ohio and KY' 
o 1 map, 'Tom Jenkins Dam and Reservoir East Branch of Sunday Creek Ohio' 
September 1955 
o 1 map, 'Dewey Reservoir Johns Creek Kentucky' February 1949 
o 1 map, 'Bluestone Reservoir New River West Virginia and Virginia' 
September 1, 1948 
o 1 map, 'West Virginia Writers' Project Work Projects Administration' 1940 
o 2 copies of the map of the Shawnee State Forest 
o 1 map, 'Ohio Valley Development District Base Map' 
o 1 map, 'Ohio Valley Development District Generalized Major Development 
Factors' 
o 1 map, 'Relief Map of West Virginia Prepared by West Virginia Geological 
Survey Paul H. Price, State Geologist' 1937 
• Folder labeled 'Flood Prone Areas - Big Sandy River & Confluence of Ohio' o  
o 1 map, 'Index to Flood-Prone-Area Maps for Kentucky' 
o 1 map, 'Map of Flood-Prone Areas Kermit Quadrangle 
Kentucky-West Virginia' 1963 
o 1 map, 'Map of Flood-Prone Areas Boltsfork Quadrangle 
Kentucky' 1971 
o 1 map, 'Map of Flood-Prone Areas Ashland Quadrangle Kentucky 
 Ohio' 1958 
o 1 map, 'Map of Flood-Prone Areas Louisa Quadrangle 
Kentucky-West Virginia 1962' 
o 1 map, 'Map of Flood-Prone Areas Fallsburg Quadrangle Kentucky 
 West Virginia' 19 53 
o 1 map, 'Map of Flood-Prone Areas Prichard Quadrangle West Virginia 
 Kentucky 1962 
o 1 map, 'Map of Flood-Prone Areas Adams Quadrangle Kentucky 
 Lawrence Co' 1953 
o 1 map, 'Map of Flood-Prone Areas Burnaugh 
Quadrangle West Virginia-Kentucky' 1957 
o 1 map, 'Map of Flood-Prone Areas Catlettsburg Quadrangle 
Ohio-West Virginia-Kentucky' 1957 
• Folder labeled 'Various County Maps - West Virginia' 
ο 1 map, 'From a Place Called Solid West Virginia and its Writers' 
ο 1 map, 'Literary Map of Southern Appalachia' 
ο 1 map, 'Map 1 of Barbour County showing topography' from the WV 
Geological Survey 1918 
ο 1 map, 'Map 2 of Barbour County showing General and 
Economic Geology' 1918 
ο 3 copies of map, 'Map 2 of Braxton County showing 
General and Economic Geology' 1917 
ο 3 copies of map, 'Map 1 of Braxton County showing Topography 1917' 
ο 1 map, 'Map 1 of Clay County showing Topography 1917' 
ο 1 map, 'Map 3 of Upshur County and Western Portion 
of Randolph County showing Topography' 1918 
ο 1 map, 'Map 4 of Upshur County and Western Portion 
of Randolph Showing General and Economic Geology' 
1918 
• Folder labeled 'Property Maps, circa 1920, Mineral Rights to Boone, Fayette 
.and Kanawha Counties West Virginia' 
ο 11 property maps showing ownership of mineral rights, 
surface, etc. in Boone, Kanawha, and Fayette counties. 
• Folder labeled 'Wayne & Cabell Co. Maps West Virginia' 
ο 1 map, 'Map of Wayne County showing Agricultural Soils' 1913  
ο 1 map, 'Map of Wayne County showing General and Economic 
Geology' 1913 
ο 1 map, 'Map of Cabell County showing General and Economic Geology' 1913 
ο 1 map, 'Map of Cabell County showing Agricultural Soils' 1913 
ο 1 map, 'Map of Wayne County showing Topography' 1913 
ο 1 map, 'Map of Lincoln County showing Topography' 1913 
ο 1 map, 'Map of Lincoln County showing General and Economic 
Geology' 1913 
ο 1 map, 'Map of Lincoln County showing Agricultural Soils' 1913 
• Misc Folder:  
ο 1 map: 'Relief Map of West Virginia prepared by West Virginia 
Geological Survey Paul H. Price, State Geologist. 1966' 
ο 1 map: 'Mineral Resources and Mineral Industries of West Virginia 1958' 
ο 1 map: 'Map of West Virginia showing Virgin and Cut-Over Forest Areas 
1'910' 
ο 1 visual relief map of West Virginia by Denoyer-Geppert 
ο 1 map of West Virginia Railroads 'Rand, McNally & Co's West Virginia' 
ο 1 map, 'Important Farmlands Mason Co., West Virginia 1977' 
ο Ceredo Mineral and Rail Co. Lines  
Drawer 5 
• Folder labeled 'Huntington Downtown Urban Renewal Area 1'  Map 
of redevelopment progress around Huntington 
• Folder labeled 'Maps of Central City, Cabell County, West Virginia City Map #5, 
Central City- undated' 
ο 1 map, 'Map of Central City Cabell County, West Virginia' 
ο 1 map, 'Map of Central City Cabell County, West Virginia' on back it says 
'64% reduction of original (portion of hills cropped off in south) 
ο 1 map, 'Reproduction of the "Map of the Chesapeake and Ohio Railway From 
Huntington to the Wayne County Line Showing the Condemnation Widths 
of the Rights of Ways Taken from the Property Owners"' 
• Folder labeled 'Maps of Huntington (1939-1982) 
ο 1 map, 'Income Areas City of Huntington West Virginia' 1941 
ο 1 map, 'Street Map Huntington West Virginia and Vicinity' 1957 
ο 1 map, 'Tri-State Highway Map Kentucky-Ohio-West Virginia' 
ο 4 copies of the map, 'Marshall University and Environs' 
ο 1 map of the city of Huntington Cabell County, West Virginia that 
includes a map, historical background of the city, etc. 
ο 1 newspaper clipping of a map showing 'where waters of Ohio would be 
without Huntington's new flood protection system' 
ο 2 copies of a map of the city of Huntington with a street index. 
• Folder labeled 'Map of Huntington  (1915)  City map #18  1915 (CWHS)' o
 1 map of Huntington, WV, city map 18 
Drawer 6   
• Folder labeled 'Maps of Marshall University- Huntington, WV maps'  
ο 1 map, 'Land Acquisition - Marshall University' 
ο 1 map, 'Marshall University Fairfield Stadium Expansion 
Feasibility Report Area Vicinity Map' 
ο 1 map of Marshall University circa 1982 
ο 2 copies of a 'Campus life poster' of Marshall University circa 1982 
• Folder labeled 'Map of Huntington, WV (1921)' 
ο 1 map of Huntington, WV. R.L. Polk& CO 1921 
ο 2 copies of original map - one a 100% Xerox of original and the other a 64% of 
original that lacks Guyandotte area and part of West Huntington 
• Folder labeled 'Map of Greater Huntington (1933) 1933 Smith & Barnett Greater 
Huntington from VPA Building Files 910510-5/12/93 
ο 1 map, 'Greater Huntington and Suburbs Cabell Co. 
West Virginia Smith & Barnett Engineers' 
• Folder labeled 'Maps of Huntington 1900s'  
ο 1 map of Huntington, 1903 
ο 1 map, 'Reproduction of the "Map of the Chesapeake and Ohio Railway from 
Huntington to the Wayne County Line Showing the Condemnation Widths of 
the Rights of Ways Taken from the Property Owners" 1939 
ο 1 map of Huntington, 1903 
ο Small folder inside main folder - 'Huntington 1906' 
  Contains 6 maps of 'List of Real Estate for sale by the Blair P. Wilson Co., 
Frederick Bldg., Huntington, WV' 
ο Main folder again: 
  Small packet with folded map inside labeled '1903 map of Huntington' 
  1 map, 'Revised map of Huntington Cabell County, West Virginia 
1903' 
• Folder labeled 'Huntington and Guyandotte Maps 1870-1900' 
• Small folder inside main folder labeled 'Guyandotte, 1895 - parts of 
original (photo reproductions) City map #6 - Guyandotte, circa 1895'. 
Contains about 12 Guyandotte-related maps. 
• Folder inside main folder labeled 'Map 1 - Huntington WV 
1871 - original copy. It contained a map of Huntington, WV 
1871. 
• Loose maps: 
ο MIA: 1 map of income areas in the city of Huntington 1941 
ο MIA:1 map of the city of Huntington West Virginia R.L. Polk & Co 1921 
ο MIA: 1 map, 'Council Districts Map Huntington, WV and Vicinity' 
ο 1 map of Huntington, WV, Terrell Tool & Die Corporation 
ο 1 map, 'Map of Huntington Cabell County, West Virginia 1871' 
Drawer 7 
• Loose maps: 
ο 10 maps, "Big Sandy River including Tug and Levisa Forks" Survey 
1942-44 Sheets 13, 23, 12, 62, 65, 64, 84, 83, 24, 25 
• Folder labeled 'Map of Ohio River and Huntington (1910s) US Corps of 
Engineers - War Department 
o 1 map, 'Chart No. 84 Ohio River Pittsburgh, PA., to mouth in 280 charts 
and index sheet. Made under supervision of the Ohio River Board of 
Engineers of Locks and Dams by The District Engineer Officer, 
Louisville, KY. 1911-14' 
• Folder labeled 'County Maps - Select WVA County Important Farmland Maps' 
o 1 map, 'Important Farmlands Harrison County, West Virginia' Sheet 1 
o 1 map, 'Hampshire County, West Virginia Important Farmlands' 
December 1981 
o 1 map, 'Jefferson County West Virginia Important Farmlands' Sheet 1 of 
1 May 1980 
o 1 map, 'Mineral Co. West Virginia Important Farmlands' 
o 1 map, 'Preston County West Virginia Important Farmlands' January 
1980 
o 1 map, 'Berkeley County, West Virginia Important Farmlands' January 
1980 
o 1 map, 'Morgan County, West Virginia Important Farmlands' Sheet 1 of 
1 June 1981 
o 1 map, 'Jackson County West Virginia Important Farmlands' Sheet 1 of 1 
o 1 map, 'Monroe County, West Virginia Important Farmlands' January 
1980 
o 1 map, 'Fayette County, West Virginia Important Farmlands' February 
1980 
• Folder labeled 'Virginia & West Virginia - Historic (pre-1950)' 
o 1 map, 'County Map of Virginia and West Virginia' 
o 1 map, 'Virginia, West Virginia, Maryland, and Delaware' 1892 
o 1 map, 'A New and Accurate Chart of the Bay of Chesapeake, with all the 
Shoals, Channels, Islands, Entrances, Soundings, and Sailing marks, as far 
as the Navigable Part of the Rivers Patowmack, Patapsco, and North-East. 
Drawn from several draughts made by the most experienced navigators, 
chiefly from those of Anthony Smith pilot of St. Mary's and compared 
with the modern surveys of Virginia and Maryland' 1770 
o 1 map, 'Carte de la Virginie et du Maryland' (Virginia, Maryland, and 
Delaware in 1755) 
o 1 map, 'One Hundred Years - comparison of the Bureau of Engineers' 
map of the "Defenses of Washington" compiled in 1865 and the road 
map as it was in 1965' 
o 1 map, 'Extract of Military Map of N.E. Virginia Showing Forts and 
Roads Engineer Bureau War Dept. 1865' 
o 1 map, 'A Part of Virginia showing Jamestown Williamsburg and 
Yorktown with historical events from 1585 to 1781' 
o l map, 'Close-Up: U.S.A. The Mid-Atlantic States' October 1976 
o 1 map, 'Geologic Map of the Crystalline Region (Piedmont Plateau and Blue 
Ridge Mountains Provinces) of Virginia Showing Clay Localities' 1917 
o 1 map, 'The Virginia Frontier in the Pre-Revolutionary Period' 
o 1 map, 'Western Half of Virginia and West Virginia' 
o 1 map, 'Virginia and West Virginia' 
o 1 map, 'Virginia and West Virginia' 1902 
o 1 map, 'A New Map Virginia with its Canals, Roads, and Distances from 
place to place along the stage and steam boat routes' (In Mylar, says 'Rare 
Books F230 .N65') (there's also 2 photocopies of this map) 
o 1 map, 'The State of Virginia from the Best Authorities' 1796 
o 1 map, 'Virginia and West Virginia Post-1870' 
• Folder 'Appalachia, Appalachian Trail Maps' 
ο 1 map, 'Map of the Structural Districts of Appalachian Province Compiled and 
drawn under the direction of Bailey Willis from Original data of the Appalachian 
division of the U.S. Geol. Survey. W.B. Rogers of Virginia and the 2nd Geo! 
Survey of Pennsylvania' 1892 
ο 1 map, 'Sixth Edition 1974 Michaux State Forest, Pennsylvania Northern and 
Central Sections (Cumberland Valley to Caledonia Park) 
ο 1 map, 'Potomac Appalachian Trail Club Map No. 5 (Eighth Edition) 
Maryland-North Half' January 1973 
ο 1 map, 'Southern Virginia Map 2 Black Horse Gap to Dismal Creek Sections 
21-28 Eighth Edition 1980' 
ο 1 map, 'Southern Virginia Map 3 Dismal Creek to Damascus Sections 21-28 
Eighth Edition -1980' 
ο 1 map, 'Southern Virginia Map 1 Rockfish Gap to Black Horse Gap 
Sections 9-20 Eighth Edition - 1980' 
ο 1 map, 'Potomac Appalachian Trail Club Map No 4 Michaux State Forest, 
Penna. Mont Alto Section Revised Fifth Edition - December 1979' 
ο 1 map, 'Potomac Appalachian Trail Club Map No. 8 (6th ed. 1972) 
Northern Virginia - South Half 
ο 1 map, 'Potomac Appalachian Trail Club Map No 7 Northern Virginia - 
North Half 
ο 1 map, 'Cumberland Valley, Pennsylvania Susquehanna River to Penn. Rt. 94. 
Potomac Appalachian Trail Club Map No 1' Sixth Edition 1978' 
ο 1 map, 'Shenandoah National Park Northern Section Potomac 
Appalachian Trail Club Map Number 9' 
ο 1 map, 'Shenandoah National Park Southern Section Potomac 
Appalachian Trail Club Map No. 11' June 1973 
ο 1 map, 'Shenandoah National Park Central Section' Potomac 
Appalachian Trail Club Map Number 10' June 1977 
o 1 map, 'Appalachian Region as designated by the Appalachian Regional 
Commission' Prepared and published by the Geological Survey United 




• Folder labeled West Virginia Only- Historic (Pre-1950) 
o 1 map, 'State of West Virginia' compiled in 1963, edition of 1966 
o 1 map, 'Outline map with county seats State of West Virginia prepared 
· by West Virginia Department of Highways Advanced Planning Division 
in cooperation with U.S. Department of Transportation Federal Highway 
Administration' 
o 1 map, 'Geologic Section Along New and Kanawha Rivers From Hinton to 
Charleston' by Marius R. Campbell and Walter C. Mendenhall.' 1896 
o 1 map, 'Map of West Virginia by Charles E. Hare, Assistant Geologist' 
West Virginia Geological Survey 1941 
o 1 map, 'Aeromagnetic Map of the Southern Part of West Virginia 1974' 
o 1 map, 'Indexed Atlas of the World West Virginia' 1888 
o Maps, 'State of West Virginia as of 1738' 1-10, stapled together. 
o 1 map, 'Virginia' 1824 
o 1 map, 'Johnson's Virginia, Delaware, Maryland and West Virginia' 1864 
  o 1 map, 'Rand, McNally & Company's Indexed Atlas of the World. West 
Virginia' 
o 1 map, 'The Century Atlas. West Virginia No. 35' 
o 1 map, 'Map of West Virginia, published by Geo. F. Cram, Chicago' 
  There's also a photocopied replica of this map.  
ο 1 map, 'New Ideal Atlas' West Virginia 
o 1 map of WV dated 1895 
o 1 map, 'Map of West Virginia showing the distribution of forests with 
special reference to the lumber industry' 1882 
o 1 map, 'West Virginia Minor Civil Divisions-Magisterial Districts' 1969 
o 1 map, 'A Romance Map of the State of West Virginia 1938' 
o 1 map, 'State of West Virginia' compiled in 1963 edition of 1968 
o 1 map, 'State of West Virginia' compiled in 1963 edition of 1966 
o 1 map, 'Map of West Virginia' 1902 
o 1 map, 'Rand McNally Standard map of West Virginia' 1928 
o 3 photocopies of a map, 'New River & Hawk's Nest' Civil War Maps 
• Folder labeled 'Cities & Counties - VA & W Va' 
o 1 map, 'Map of Alleghany County showing Main Road System' 
o 1 map, 'Map of Bath County showing County System of Roads' 
o 1 map, 'Augusta County, Virginia The Virginia Frontier in the Pre 
Revolutionary Period 1958' 
o 1 map, 'Map of Highland County showing county road system' Nov. 23, 1921 
o 1 map, 'Map of Augusta County, showing county road system' 
o ·2 copies of map, 'Gray's New Map of Charleston Kanawha County West 
Virginia' original map published 1876. Reprinted 1976, the photocopy is 
stamped March 28 1977 
o 1 map, 'Smith Field Village of Middleway, West Virginia' from Magazine of the 
Jefferson County Historical Society 46 (Dec. 1920):21 
o 1 map, 'Map of Greenbrier County W.VA 1887' Reprinted by Greenbrier 
Historical Society Lewisburg, West Virginia 1973 
o 1 map, 'Wards and Precincts Charleston West Virginia 1972' 
o 1 map, 'Downtown Renewal Area' Gift of Wallace Stowers 10/84 
o 1 map, 'Income Areas City of Huntington West Virginia' 
o 1 map, 'Huntington Downtown Development - Redevelopment 
Progress' 
o 1 map, '1917 Map of Greater Huntington, WV' 
o 1 map, 'City Map of Ashland, KY' 
o 1 map of Huntington prepared for the City Planning Commission, stamped 
Nov 7,  1975 
o 2 maps, 'Downtown Renewal Area No. 1 W. Va R-18' 
• Loose maps 
o 1 map, 'Northern Portion of West Virginia 1896' 
o 1 map, 'Enlarged Plan of Part of the Works Shown in Pl. V.' 1887 
o 1 map, 'W. Fork River Valley W.Va.' 1899 
o 1 map, 'County Map of Virginia and West Virginia' 1869 
o 1 map of West Virginia, Hammond's County Map of West Virginia. 
o 1 map, 'Literary Map of Southern Appalachia compiled by Parks Lanier, 
Jr. & Grace Toney Edwards' 
Drawer#9 
• Loose items: 
ο 2 folders inside drawer: 'A Description of the Country Virginia's 
Cartographers and their Maps' 1607-1881 E.M. Sanchez-Saavedra Virginia 
State Library 
ο 1 map, 'Virginia 1585' 
ο 1 map, 'Eastern Kentucky & Tennessee 1885' 
ο 1 map, 'Map Showing the Location of the Virginias Railway Across the Grand 
Divisions of West Virginia and Virginia From the Ohio to Hampton Roads by 
Jed Hotchkiss Staunton, VA 1896' 
ο 1 map, 'Ohio County Formation' 
ο 1 map, 'Important towns, mines, and the railroad along the New River' map 
by Wallace Bennett. Gift of Walter Caldwell, 4/14/2006 
ο 1 hard map, 'Plan of Ceredo Virginia' (placed here due to size) 
ο 1 hard map, 'Kenova, WV 1892' (placed here due to size) 
 
Drawer#10 
• Loose items: 
ο 1 map of the Middle East, September 1978 
• Folder labeled 'Mid-Atlantic (VA, WV, MA, Delaware, Penn.) 
ο 1 map, 'The Century Atlas, West Virginia', 1897 
o 1 map, 'Virginia, Delaware, Maryland, & West Virginia' 
Published by Johnson and Ward 
o 1 map, 'Virginia, West Virginia, Maryland & Delaware Geo F. Cram' 
o 1 map, 'Virginia, Maryland, and Delaware' 
o 1 map, 'Johnson's Pennsylvania, Virginia, Delaware, and 
Maryland by Johnson and Ward' 
o 1 map, 'Johnson's Virginia, Delaware, Maryland & West Virginia. 
Published by A.J. Johnson' c. 1864 
o 1 map, 'Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, and West Virginia' 1889 
o 1 map, 'County Map of the United States 1812' 
o 1 map, 'The United States of America showing boundaries 
fixed in 1782 five years before the ratification of the 
Constitution, from a contemporary copy of Benjamin 
Franklin's red-line map identified in Spain by the Library of 
Congress at Washington' Reprinted 1938 
o 1 map, 'Tidewater and Environs' June 1988 
• Folder labeled 'U.S. History - Nationwide - Misc.' 
o 1 map, 'Ranking Christian Denominations by Counties of the United States 
1971' 
o 1 map, 'A New Map of North America Agreeable to the Moft Approved Maps 
and Charts by Tho Conder' 
o 1 map, 'Washington Inaugural Sesquicentennial' 1789-1939 
o 1 map of the United States in French 
o· 1 map, 'New Jersey at the time of the ratification of the Constitution from an 
original map in the Library of Congress at Washington' 
o 1 map, 'North Carolina at the time of the ratification of the Constitution, from 
1788 and 1794 maps in the Library of Congress at Washington' 
o 1 map, 'New Hampshire at the time of the ratification of the Constitution, from 
a 1784 original in the Library of Congress at Washington' 
o 1 map, 'Connecticut at the time of the ratification of the Constitution, from a 
1780 original in the Library of Congress at Washington' 
o 1 map, 'New York at the time of the ratification of the Constitution 
from 1776 and 1787 originals in the Library of Congress at Washington' 
o 1 map, 'Rhode Island and Providence Plantations at the time of ratification of 
the Constitution from 1777 and 1795 originals in the Library of Congress at 
Washington' 
o 1 map, 'North Carolina at the time of ratification of the Constitution, from an 
original map in the Library of Congress at Washington' 
o 1 map, 'South Carolina at the time of ratification of the Constitution, from 
1780 and 1802 originals in the Library of Congress at Washington' 
o 1 map, 'Delaware at the time of the ratification of the Constitution from a 1787 
original in the Library of Congress at Washington' 
o 1 map, 'Maryland at the time of the ratification of the Constitution from 1780 
and 1794 originals in the Library of Congress at Washington' 
o 1 map, 'Georgia at the time of the ratification of the Constitution from original 
maps in the Library of Congress at Washington' 
o 1 map, 'Pennsylvania at the time of the ratification of the Constitution, from an 
original map in the Library of Congress at Washington, which was made in 
1787' 
o 1 map, 'Massachusetts at the time of ratifications of the Constitutions, from 
original maps in the Library of Congress at Washington including one based 
upon a Mitchell map _owned and used by John Jay, first Chief Justice-of the 
United States' 
o 1 map, 'Virginia at the time of the ratification of the Constitution from 1784 and 
1789 maps in the Library of Congress at Washington' 
Drawer 11 
 
•  Folder: Loose Maps  
o 1 Framed “act creating Cabell County”  
o 1 Print of “Bridge over antiquity” made by Juanita Akers, depicting the new 
river gorge bridge 
o 1 Flyer for the sale of a Pleasant Valley Farm date to 1856 
o 1 Library poster of Olympian Dorothy Hamill advertising for libraries 
o  1 blueprint for the colored orphans home in Huntington WV, contains plans for 
first floor, ground floor and foundation. Designed by Warne, Tucker and 
Pattenson architecture group in Charleston WV 
o 1 blueprint for the colored orphans home in Huntington WV, contains plans for 
second floor, roof and cross section. Designed by Warne, Tucker and Pattenson 
architecture group in Charleston WV 
o 1 blueprint for the colored orphans home in Huntington WV, contains plans for 
front, back, left and right elevation. Designed by Warne, Tucker and Pattenson 
architecture group in Charleston WV 
o 1 blueprint for the colored orphans home in Huntington WV, contains section 
for front elevation. Designed by Warne, Tucker and Pattenson architecture 
group in Charleston WV 
o 1 blueprint for the colored orphans home in Huntington WV, contains plans for 
first floor, ground floor and foundation. Designed by Warne, Tucker and 
Pattenson architecture group in Charleston WV 
o 1 blueprint for the colored orphans home in Huntington WV, contains plans for 
front entrance and columns. Designed by Warne, Tucker and Pattenson 
architecture group in Charleston WV 
o 5 copies of the previous blueprints stapled together, in poor condition.  
 
Drawer 12  
 
• Folder: City Maps  
o 1 map of Lincoln County WV, 1884 
o 1 12” x 16” black and white map of Logan County WV, 1884. 
o 1 16” x 22” black and white map of Logan County WV, 1884  
o 2 11” x 17” Simmons and Titus map of Point Pleasant WV, 1877, 
donated by Darlene Shwartz  
o 2 maps of income areas in Huntington WV, 1982  
o 2 8” x 11” maps of point pleasant WV 
o 1 map of Lebanon Ohio  
o 1 copy of the map of the battle of Point Pleasant, 1905 
o 1 map of Ashland KY, 1923 made by Thomas Boggess  
o 1 map of Kanawha City WV, 1890,  
o 1 map of Point Pleasant WV, titled “A Service of the Point Pleasant 
WV Chamber of Commerce” 
o 1 map of the city of Logan WV, 1946  
o 1 cartograph map of Gallipolis, Ohio and Point Pleasant, WV. Made 
by Sewah studios in Marietta Ohio. 
o 1 copy of hand drawn plot map of Buffalo and J. Craig adjoining 
lands. Original copy is located in WV State Archives, Charleston 
WV. 
• Folder: Maps, State  
o 1 map titles “Northward bound to freedom” a map of slave 
escape routes from Cabell County WV to Ohio 
o 1 copy map of WV, published by Geo F. Cram.  
o 1 copy, black and white map titled “ A new map of Virginia, 
Pennsylvania, Maryland and North Carolina” 1778 
o 1 copy, black and white map titled “underground” routes to 
Canada” for fugitive slaves 
o 4 copied of Colton’s Virginia and West Virginia published in 
1876. Map is difficult to read due to the nature of the copy 
o 1 map titled “Johnson’s Pennsylvania, Virginia, Delaware 
and Maryland.”  
• Folder: Maps, County 
o 1 map of West Virginia 1918-1919 published by Phillip’s Mine and Mill Supply 
Co.  
o 1 8” x 14” copy, map of Lincoln County WV, 1884  
o 1 10” x 14” copy, map of Lincoln County WV, 1884  
o 1 map of Putnam County WV, drawn by Lewis Barnhart in 1899, revised in 
1904. 
o 1 copy map of Greenbrier County WV, published in 1887, reprinted by the 
Greenbrier County Historic Society in 1973  
 
Drawer 13 
o   Folder: Loose Maps  
 1 map of railroads in West Virginia, published in 1917. The map is in 
very poor condition with many rips.  
 1 county map of Virginia and West Virginia, published in 1872  
 1 map titled “Johnson’s Virginia, Delaware, Maryland and West 
Virginia” published by Johnson and Ward.  
 1 county map of West Virginia, taken from the Rand, Mcnally Co Atlas 
of the World. 
 1 geographic atlas of Huntington WV, published in 1910 by the United 
States department of the interior. 
 1 map of the natural resources in the area served by the AEP power Co. 
Area includes Indiana, Ohio, West Virginia, Virginia, Maryland, 
Tennessee, South Carolina and Michigan. 
o Folder: Kanawha Turnpike Extension (1829) 
 2 black and white copy maps showing the area along the Ohio river, with 
Guyandotte and the Kentucky border labeled  
 2 black and white copy maps showing the county line between Cabell and 
Kanawha County  
 1 black and white copy map titled “Plan of the Extension of the Kanawha 
Turnpike to the mouth of Big Sandy” the map was made by C. Crozet in 
1829. 
 2 black and white copy maps depicting a section of the Kanawha River. 
o Folder: Mid-Atlantic (WV, VA, Dela, MD, Penn)  
 1 map of the east coast “Tidewater and Environs” published by national 
geographic in 1988 
 1 map titled “Johnson’s Virginia, Delaware, Maryland and West 
Virginia” published by A.J Johnson, 1864  
 1 map titled “Johnson’s Pennsylvania, Virginia, Delaware and Maryland” 
published by A.J Johnson and  
 1 map of Delaware, Maryland, Virginia and West Virginia published in 
1889. 
 1 county map of United States published in 1812 
 1 copy of a map of the boundaries of the United States in 1782  
 1 copy map of Virginia, Delaware, Maryland and West Virginia. 
Published in 1864  
 1 map of Virginia, West Virginia, Maryland and Delaware.  
 1 map of Virginia, Maryland and Delaware.  
 1 map of The Century Atlas of West Virginia, published in 1897  
 
Drawer 14 
o  Folder: Cabell County Maps, from VA State Library Photostats  
 5 part photocopy map titled “Cabell County Surveyed and Drawn under 
the supervision of John Wood” 1822 
o Folder: Barboursville Maps 
 2 copy maps titled “Plan of Town of Barboursville” by Willington 
Buffington in 1814  
 2 copy maps of Barboursville WV, one black and white and one just 
white. Published in 1925 by R.W Breece.  
 1 copy map titled “map of the addition to the Barboursville Cemetery” 
1897 published by John Sanborn. 
 
Drawer 15  
o Folder: Loose maps  
 8 maps of West Virginia, depicting county political maps, topography, 
population density and economic activity 
 2 copy maps of Cabell County WV, published in 1884  
 Set of 6 maps titled “Cabell County West Virginia General Highway 
Map. Published in 1980.  
 1 map of the Hardener-Resner Co. Huntington WV  
 1 copy map of income areas in Huntington WV, 1941 
 1 map of Council Districts in Huntington WV 
o Folder: Drawing and Blueprints in Huntington WV 
 1 blueprint of Highland Cemetery  
 1 blueprint of changes in Streets, Avenues and Alleys in Huntington WV, 
1904  
 1 map of C&O Railroad traced from original line map in Huntington WV 
 1 map of Huntington Wharf and Storage Co. VS Island Creek Coal Co. 
 1 hand drawn map of wharf grade for Huntington Wharf and Storage Co. 
1922 
 1 blueprint prepared for Mayor Martin Chapman for city garage and 
incinerator, 1935  
 1 blueprint of Ohio Valley Electric Co. depicting new track location in 
Huntington WV, 1921  
 1 blueprint titled “Survey of Levee and Ground for location of Warehouse 
of Huntington Wharf and Storage Co. 1910 
 1 blueprint titled “Map Showing Real Estate of Camden Park and 
Location of Permanent Buildings” Published by Ohio Valley Electric 
Railroad Co. 1926  
 11 blueprints that show the profile of the river bank at various positions 
around Huntington WV 
 1 blueprint for the proposed construction for new south side extension for 
Ohio Valley Electric Railroad Co. 1915 
 1 blueprint titled “Ferry Float, Wharf Boat, Driveways” in Huntington 
WV 1922  
 2 blueprints for low-rent housing projects in Huntington WV, includes 
landscaping block A and B, 1939  
 2 copy maps titled “Proposed grading-drainage and hard surfacing of park 
road in Ritter Park” 1935 
 1 copy map of Ritter Park topography, 1939 
 1 blueprint for the railway of the Lorain Steel Co. in Huntington WV. 
1914  
Inventory of West Virginia Maps- Grey Map Case 
Map Case# 1 
Drawer# 1 
1. West Virginia Archaeology Month, October 2001
2. Learn the P's of Presentation
3. Appalachia Map (The National Geographic)
4. West Virginia Railroads (118, 80)
5. Atlas Map of West Virginia 1918
6. West Virginia Atlas Headquarters 1867 , 
7. West Virginia Map 1897
8. Standard Map of West Virginia 1925
9. New Map of West Virginia 1888
10. Auto Road Map of Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, and West Virginia 1927
11. Photograph of General Nathan Goff, Republican Candidate for Governor of West
Virginia
12. Map of Southern WV/Beckley WV
13. Map of WV as of 1738
Drawer 
1. 2 County Maps of Virginia and West Virginia
2. Map of Guyandotte West Virginia- Ohio
3. Map of Logan County West Virginia
4. 2 Guides to the United States Federal Census 1790-1920
5. New map of Virginia 1845 in German
Drawer# 3 
1. A New Map of the State of Virginia
2. West Virginia Railroads 1888
3. Pennsylvania Virginia Delaware and Maryland May by Jonson and Ward 1862
4. County Map of Virginia and West Virginia 1863
5. Delaware Maryland Virginia and West Virginia 1889
6. Middle States Map 1838
7. Johnson's Virginia Delaware Maryland and West Virginia Map
Drawer# 4 
1. Map of Mingo County Primary and Secondary Highways 
2. Map of Barbour County Primary and Secondary Highways 
3. Map of Berkeley County Primary and Secondary Highways 
4. Map of Boone County Primary and Secondary Highways 
5. Map of Brooke County Primary and Secondary Highways 
6. Map of Braxton County Primary and Secondary Highways 
7. Map of Cal Hoon County Primary and Secondary Highways 
8. Map of Clay County Primary and Secondary Highways 
9. Map of Doddridge County Primary and Secondary Highways 
10. Map of Gilmer County Primary and Secondary Highways 
11. Map of Green Brier County Primary and Secondary Highways 
12. Map of Grant County Primary and Secondary Highways 
13. Map of Hampshire County Primary and Secondary Highways 
14. Map of Hancock County Primary and Secondary Highways 
15. Map of Hardy County Primary and Secondary Highways 
16. Map of Harrison County Primary and Secondary Highways 
17. Map of Jackson County Primary and Secondary Highways 
18. Map of Jefferson County Primary and Secondary Highways 
19. Map of Kanawa County Primary and Secondary Highways 
20. Map of Lewis County Primary and Secondary Highways 
21. Map of Logan County Primary and Secondary Highways 
22. Map of Marion County Primary and Secondary Highways 
23. Map of Marshall County Primary and Secondary Highways 
24. Map of Mason County Primary and Secondary Highways 
25. Map of McDowell County Primary and Secondary Highways 
26. Map of Mercer  County  Primary  and Secondary Highways 
27. Map of Mineral County Primary and Secondary Highways 
28. Map of MononGalia County Primary and Secondary Highways 
29. Map of Monroe County  Primary  and Secondary Highways 
30. Map of Morgan County Primary and Secondary Highways 
31. Map of Pendleton County Primary_ and Secondary Highways 
32. Map of Pleasants County Primary and Secondary Highways 
33. Map of Pocahontas County Primary and Secondary Highways 
34. Map of Preston County Primary and Secondary Highways 
35. Map of Putnam County Primary and Secondary Highways 
36. Map of Raleigh county Primary and Secondary Highways 
37. Map of Randolph County Primary and Secondary Highways 
38. Map of Ritchie County Primary and Secondary Highways 
39. Map of Roane County Primary and Secondary Highways 
40. Map of Summer County Primary and Secondary Highways 
41. Map of Taylor County Primary and Secondary Highways 
42. Map of Tucker County Primary and Secondary Highways 
43. Map of Tyler County Primary and Secondary Highways 
44. Map of Upshur County Primary and Secondary Highways 
45. Map of Wetzel County Primary and Secondary Highways 
46. Map of Wirt County Primary and Secondary Highways 
47. Map of Wood County Primary and Secondary Highways 












1. General Highway County Maps of West Virginia 
Drawer# 2 
 
1. 2 Maps of Kentucky 
2. New France Map 1745 
3. The First American Map of the US 1784 




1. General Highway Map of Counties in West Virginia 
2. Map of Wayne County Primary and Secondary Highways  
3. Map of Cabell County Primary and Secondary Highways 
4. Map of Webster County Primary and Secondary Highways 









1. United States Department of the Interior January 1951 
2. Index to 15 Minute Topographic Maps 
3. Map of Lincoln County Primary and Secondary Highways 
4. Topographic Sheet West Virginia Ohio Kentucky 1900 
5. A region in Maturity West Virginia Charleston Sheet 1889-1890 
6. Structure-Section Sheet West Virginia Charleston Quadrangle 1889-90 
7. Historical Geology Sheet West Virginia Charleston Quadrangle 1900 
8. Maryland West Virginia Pennsylvania Accident Quadrangle 1900 
9. Maryland Virginia West Virginia Ante tan Quadrangle 1930 
10. Ohio West Virginia Athalia Quadrangle 1906 
11. West Virginia Beckley Quadrangle 1929 
12. Virginia West Virginia Berryville Quadrangle 1944 
13. West Virginia Quadrangle Big Bend 1912 
14. Bland Quadrangle Virginia West Virginia 15 Minute Series 1956 
15. West Virginia Virginia Bluefield Quadrangle 1924 
16. West Virginia Burnsville Quadrangle 1925 
17. Callaghan Quadrangle Virginia West Virginia 15 Minute Series 1946 
18. West Virginia Pennsylvania Ohio Cameron Quadranle 1935 
19. West Virginia Virginia Cass Quadrangle 1922 
20. West Virginia Centerpoint Quardrangle 1924 
21. Ohio West Virginia Cerredo Quardrangle 1927 
22. West Virginia Charleston Quardrangle 1931 
23. Ohio West Virginia Clarington Quardrangle 1935 
24. West Virgnia Clay Quadrangle 1908 
25. West Virginia Clendenin Quadrangle 1907 
26. West Virginia Clintonville Quardrangle 1923 
27. West Virginia Durbin Quadrangle 1922 
28. Edinburg Virginia West Virginia Quadrangle 15 Minute Series 1947 
29. West Virgnia Elizabeth Quadrangle 1924 
30. West Virginia Fairmont Quadrangle 1923 
31. West Virgnia Fayetteville Quadrangle 1928 
32. West Virgnia Flattop Quardrangle 1929 
33. Frostburg Quadrangle Maryland West Virginia Pennsylvania 15 Minute Series 1950 
34. West Virginia Gassaway Quadrangle 1951 
35. West Virginia Virginia Gerradstown Quadrangle 15 Minute Series 1937 
36. West Virginia Ohio Glenwood Quadrangle 1906 
37. West Virginia Greenland Gap Quadrangle 1921 
38. West Virginia Ohio Guyandot Quadrangle 1923 
39. West Virginia Harriswille Quadrangle 1924 
40. West Virginia Holden Quadrangle 1926 
41. Kentucky West Virginia Ohio Ednova Louisa Quadrangle 1944 
42. West Virginia Maryland Keyser Quadrangle 1920 
43. West Virginia Lobella Quadrangle 1935 
44. Virginia West Virginia McDowell Quadrangle 15 Minute Series 1944 
45. West Virginia Madison Quadrangle 1929 
46. Ohio West Virginia Marietta Quadrangle 1948 
47. Martins Burg Quadrangle West Virginia Maryland Virginia 15 Minute Series 1944 
48. 2 West Virginia Marlinton Quadrangle 1923 
49. West Virginia Logan Quadrangle 1926 
50. West Virginia Mingo Quadrangle 1923 
51. West Virginia Meadow Creek Quadrangle 1912 
52. Virginia West Virginia Middletown Quadrangle 1937 
53. West Virginia Midkiff Quadrangle 1907 
54. 2 West Virginia Milton Quadrangle 1931 
55. West Virginia Montgomery Quadrangle 1928 
56. West Virginia Moorefield Quadrangle 1920 
57. West Virgina Pennsylvania Morgantown Quadrangle 1931 
58. West Virginia Mullens Quadrangle 1925 
59. West Virginia Ohio New Martinsville Quadrangle 1924 
60. Ohio West Virginia New Matamora Quadrangle 1924 
61. West Virginia Virginia Orkney Springs Quadrangle 15 Minute Series 1940 
62. West Virginia Otter Quadrangle 1906 
63. Ohio West Virginia Parkersburg Quadrangle 1902 
64. Maryland West Virginia Pennsylvania Paw Paw Quadrangle 1898 
65. West Virginia Peytona Quadrangle 1929 
66. West Virginia Pickens Quadrangle 1913 
67. West Virginia Pineville Quadrangle 1910 
68. West Virginia Ohio Point Pleasant Quadrangle 1926 
69. West Virginia Ripley Quadrangle 1926 
70. West Virginia Sago Quadrangle 1912 
71. West Virginia Saint Albans Quadrangle 1931 
72. West Virginia Sutton Quadrangle 1908 
73. Waiteville Quadrangle Virginia West Virginia 15 Minute Series 1951 
74. West Virginia Walton Quadrangle 1906 
75. West Virginia Virginia Wardensville Quadrangle 1921 
76. Virginia West Virginia Warm Springs Quadrangle 1946 
77. 2 West Virginia Wayne Quadrangle 1931 
78. West Virginia Welch Quadrangle 1924 
79. West Virginia West Union Quadrangle 1924 
80. West Virginia Ohio Pennsylvania Wheeling Quadrangle 1935 
81. West Virginia White Sulphur Springs Quadrangle 1935 
82. Kentucky West Virginia Williamson Quadrangle 1915 
83. Williams Port Quadrangle Maryland West Virginia Pennsylvania 15 Minute Series 1944 
84. Virginia West Virginia Winchester Quadrangle 1947 
85. West Virginia Winfield Quadrangle 1906 
86. West Virginia Winona Quadrangle 1914 
87. 2 Magisterial District and Precinct map Mason county 1994  
88. 1 map of Mason county voting system 
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Drawer# 1  
 
1. Geological Atlas of the U.S. Pocahontas Folio Virginia West Virginia 1896 
2. Geological Atlas of the U.S. Piedmont Folio West Virginia Maryland 1896 
3. Geologic Atlas of the U.S. Richmond Folio Kentucky 1898 
4. Geological Atlas of the U.S. London Folio Kentucky 1898 
5. 4 Geological Atlas of the U.S. Huntington Folio West Virginia Ohio 1900 
6. Geological Atlas of the U.S. Harpers Ferry Folio Virginia Maryland West Virginia 1894 
7. Geological Atlas of the U.S. Fredericksburg Folio Virginia Maryland 1894 
8. Geological Atlas of the U.S. Nomini Folio Maryland Virginia 1896 
9. 1 Geological Atlas of the U.S. Franklin Folio West Virginia Virginia 1896 
10. 2 Geological Atlas of the U.S. Buckhannon Folio West Virginia 1896 
11. 2 Geological Atlas of the U.S. Tazewell Folio Virginia West Virginia 1897 
12. 2 Geological Atlas of the U.S. Bristol Folio Virginia Tennessee 1899 




1. 4 Geological Atlas of the U.S. Huntington Folio West Virginia Ohio 1900 
2. Geological Atlas of the U.S. Kenova Folio Kentucky West Virginia Ohio 1912 
3. Geological Atlas of the U.S. Columbus Folio Ohio 1915 
4. Geological Atlas of the U.S. Washing Folio District of Columbia Maryland Virginia 1901 
5. Geological Atlas of the U.S. Charleston Folio West Virginia 1901 
6. Geological Atlas of the U.S. Raleigh Folio West Virginia 1902 
7. 2 Geological Atlas of the U.S. Norfolk Folio Virginia North Carolina 1902 
8. Geological Atlas of the U.S. St. Mary's Folio Maryland Virginia 1906 
9. Geological Atlas of the U.S. Accident- Grantsville Folio Maryland Pennsylvania West 
Virginia 1908 




1. Map of the Central States 
2. Map of Maryland 
3. The U.S. of North America (Atlantic States and Valley of the Mississippi) 
4. Johnson's Pennsylvania, Virginia, Delaware, and Maryland 
5. A Vacation Guide to West Virginia 




1. The Herald Dispatch September 14, 2001 





1. Copy Cabell Co. Press 1873 February 13, Richmond Daily Dispatch 1873 Feb 14 
2. The Herald Dispatch Cabell Co. Sesquicentennial Edition (1809-1959) 
3. 1 Charleston Sunday Gazette-Mail "West Virginia, 100" Centennial Edition, June 16, 
1963 42 Leaves, 1 Huntington Herald- Advertiser, Special Centennial Edition June 16, 
1963, 1 Huntington Herald- Dispatch "Our Heritage" Edition 5 Leaves Sept. 25 1983, 1 
Huntington Herald- Dispatch "Our Heritage" Edition Sept. 23, 1984 15 Leaves 
4. 1 Huntington Advertiser, 70th Anniversary Edition (1857-1927) 12 Leaves, 1 Huntington 
Herald Advertiser, Special Centennial Edition (1863-1963) June 16, 1936 43 Leaves, 1 
Huntington Herald Dispatch Bicentennial Edition (1776-1976) Jan. 25 1976 12 Leaves, 1 
Huntington Herald Dispatch Bicentennial Edition (Early History through 1865) Feb. 29 
1976 10 Leaves, 1 Huntington Herald Dispatch Bicentennial Edition (Tri-State Area from 
1866-1976) March 28, 1976 17 Leaves. 
